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STEEL GRAIN DRILLS

J. I. CASE CO.
Established 1842 RACINE, WIS., U.S.A. Incorporated
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IT TAKES
THINGS
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UNIFORM RATE OF SEEDING UNIFORM DEPTH OF PLANTING

THE grain drill has long been considered the most ef-

fective seeding method for all types of small grain

—

wheat, oats, barley, rye, etc. Experiment station tests

consistently have shown that larger yields resulted
when a drill was used.

To do a satisfactory sowing job a grain drill must,
first of all, accurately measure the seed out of the hop-
per. Every seeding unit, throughout the entire length
of the drill, must deliver identical amounts under all

conditions. They must measure the seed in a steady
stream—no spurts, no bunching, no skipping, no cracking.

When the seed is measured out accurately, the crop is

evenly sown, weeds are crowded out, the grain stools

profusely, the crop is less likely to lodge, it ripens uni-

formly, harvests easier and grades higher.

TO COMPLETE a satisfactory sowing job a grain
drill must place the seed at a uniform depth in the

soil. Grain growers know that seed placed in the soil at

a uniform depth usually germinates, grows, and ripens

evenly. Thus the entire crop can be cut at the proper
stage of maturity for maximum yield and best grade.
To secure this uniform growth, the furrow openers

must deposit the seed at the bottom of the furrow in

warm, moist soil. Dry surface soil must not fall in

before moist soil covers the seed.

Uniform growth results only when the furrow opener
properly opens the furrow, deposits the seed in the bot-
tom of the furrow and places moist soil around the seed.

The twin fundamentals of Uniform Rate of Seeding
and Uniform Depth of Planting must go hand in hand
in order to secure uniform growth and maximum yield.



CASE
feedmeter

Greatest Advance in

Accurate Seeding
cut-off for long life accuracy. Spring concealed in end
of metering roll prevents gap between roll and cut-off.

Deep Seed Pocket—Deep cushion of seed prevents

damage and promotes uniformity— also provides

space for passage of small nuts, cotters, etc., with-

out damage.
Wide Steel Ring—Extends to bottom of Seedmeter

and turns with the metering roll—assists in main-

taining a uniform, continuous flow of seeds, especially

when sowing small seed at light seeding rates.

Adjustable Gate—Top of gate on level with bottom
of metering roll gives more uniform flow of seed.

Easily adjustable to three working positions for seed

large, small or trashy. Gates drop for easy, complete

cleaning of hoppers and Seedmeters.

Two Driving Speeds—
Low gear permits sowing
small amounts of clean or

trashy grain through large

Seedmeter openings. Two
speeds and 70 dial hand
positions give 140 varia-

tions in settings.

•HE Case Seedmeter sets a new standard of accu-

X rate, uniform seeding. It accurately meters out

the seed in a steady stream— no bunching and no

skips can result/

Its design and performance assures accuracy in

handling a wide variety of fine or coarse seeds at any

desired rate. Not only does it handle these seeds effi-

ciently and accurately, but it is built so that small

nuts, cotters and pebbles, occasionally found in seed

grain, pass through. Besides, it is so easy to set the

Case Seedmeter Drill to sow the desired amount that

a boy can operate it.

Shallow-Grooved Metering Roll—Gently but firm-

ly meters out desired amount of seed in steady, uni-

form flow. Cut-off of same diameter makes shifting

easy. Metering roll bearing extends full length of

Wide Steel Ring Foreign Objects
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CASE SINGLE DISKS are not only set at an angle to

the direction of travel, but they are also angled from
the vertical—that is, undercut. The combination pro-

vides (1) easy penetration, (2) a wide furrow, held

open momentarily, (3) proper covering with moist soil.

After assembly every opener is clamped in working
position and carefully checked for angle and undercut
to insure perfect setting.

The all-steel boot, with toe scraper attached, lies

within the curve of the heat treated disk blade to avoid
contact with furrow sides. The toe is set well forward
to drop the seed in the very bottom of the furrow. An
adjustable scraper keeps the disk clean.

Case disk bearings are extra large and very dur-
able. The stationary part is hardened, while the re-

volving cap is white iron, noted for long use. Pressure
lubrication, a large reservoir and dustproof construc-
tion assure long life.

Uniform row spacing is assured by high carbon steel

drag bars which spring without bending. The adjust-
able spring pressure rods are also of high carbon steel.

CASE DOUBLE DISKS have given unusual satisfac-

tion wherever this type of opener is preferred. The
angle of the sharp blades which brings the two disks

together at the soil surface aids in cutting through
stubble and trash and opening a wide furrow. The
seed is dropped ahead of the bearing where the down-
ward turn of the disks helps carry it to the bottom of

the furrow. A deflector prevents the seed and the steel

ribbon tube from becoming wedged between the blades.

Trash and stone guards are also provided. Inside and
outside scrapers keep the blades clean.

Large bearings with extra vertical bearing surfaces

hold the disk blades in position without trash-catching

projections. The inside part of bearing is chilled hard
while the outside is white iron for long use. A large

liquid oil reservoir provides ample lubrication.

Steel pressure arms, all mounted on one square shaft,

apply equal pressure to each opener by means of high

carbon steel pressure rods. By adjusting spring clips at

lower end of rods more or less pressure can be applied.



m Built With Electric Eye Accuracy

*

20 x 6 Double Disk Case Seedmeter Grain Drill with Horse Hitch. Disks are regularly
set in zig-zag lines. Raising levers easily reached from footboard or seat when used.

"Built with Electric Eye Accuracy" means some-
thing in a Case Seedmeter Drill. It is an assurance
that every part of the hopper— the sides, bottom,
covers and ends are accurately fitted. All holes are
punched by a special machine controlled by "electric
eye." All are punched from heavy gauge copper-
bearing steel.

Extra Strength Throughout

Extra strength is built into the steel hopper of
Case Seedmeter grain drills. Ends are strengthened
with cast plates, which carry the feed shaft bearing.
Sides are further strengthened with ribbed gusset

plates on the inside and full height outside braces
securely braced to the frame. Top edges are rolled
for strength and smoothness. Bottom edges are widely
lapped and reinforced with heavy steel bars for
attachment of the Seedmeters.

The heavy rain-proof covers fit snugly. They have
long roll type hinges with covered openings to pre-
vent cracking of seed. Nor can grain spill through
in filling the hopper. Hopper lid is held open or shut
by springs.

One Bushel Per Foot

The top of the hopper is no higher than the wheels
so it can be filled without heavy lifting.

The heavy steel hopper is built with large capac-
ity—a bushel per foot of length.

CASE

Rain tight cover held open
or shut by spring. Covered
roll-type hinge saves grain.

Feed shaft bearing mount-
ed in casting of hopper end— assuring true alignment.

Levers adjusting setting of Seedmeters located at center of drill.
Easily set to sow desired amount after consulting seeding chart.



STEEL GRAIN DRILL
HERE'S WHAT FARMERS SAY
NOT ONE CENT FOR REPAIRS

"The 14 ft., 10-in. spacing Case is the best drill I ever owned.

Have drilled about 2000 acres and have not spent one cent for

repairs." Colorado.

SEEDMETER LEVERS CONVENIENTLY LOCATED
"I bought the 16x8 Seedmeter Drill largely because of the

ease and speed with which it can be set to sow different kinds

of seed. The seed chart is simple to read and anybody can set

the dial hands correctly in just a minute's time. There are no

gears to set—no need for a wrench." Kansas.

CORRECT ANGLE FURROW OPENERS
"I have drilled over 100 acres of wheat with my Case Seed-

meter Drill. It certainly puts the seed in the bottom of the

furrow." Kansas.

SEEDMETER ACCURATE ON SMALL SEEDS

"We have used a Case Grain Drill three years. We have

planted 5 acres of alfalfa seed in 19 37 and got a perfect stand

without using a grass seeder attachment." Utah.

WELL BALANCED AND EXCEPTIONALLY LIGHT DRAFT

"I like the smooth sturdy construction throughout, and the

large galvanized box. I especially appreciate the uniform rate

of sowing with the Case Seedmeter.

"My Case double disk, front delivery allows the seed to go to

the bottom of the furrow and gives me excellent, uniform depth

of seeding.

"I can raise and lower the drill with levers without getting

off the full length footboard. It is well balanced to neutralize

neck weight and when considering the grain capacity of the

hopper, the drill is exceptionally light draft." Alberta.

STEEL HOPPERS WITH SMOOTH FLAT FLOOR

"I have used other makes of drills and was delighted to find

that the Case grain box can be so easily cleaned out. Always

before this has been a slow, tedious job. With the new Case

drill I simply open the feed gates and wipe out the flat box floor

and I am ready for another kind of seed, or the drill is clean

and ready for storage.

"I found that this drill surpasses any I have used or seen

when operated in cloddy or trashy ground. The disks did not

drag or push the clods, nor did they clog in the trash."

Oregon.

STURDY CONSTRUCTION INSURES LONG LIFE

"The new Case Steel Hopper Grain Drill is a dandy, and the

sturdy construction insures long life." Montana.



braced with heavy
cross struts. Set of axles give tuck and gather to
wheels for light draft. Roller Bearing, at right,
carries outer end of axle—fully enclosed and pres-
sure lubricated.

Front control levers, easily reached from most tractor seats,
are standard equipment on all tractor drills.

grass seeding attachments (extra) are
equipped with small Seedmeters. Seed isordinarily
delivered to ribbon tubes which carry grain and
seed to bottom of furrow. Special extension spouts
are available to deliver seed behind the furrow openers.

The frame of the Case Seedmeter Drill is of the
"dual-bed-rail" type, that is, the hopper is carried
on two heavy steel angles running the length of the
frame. It is further reinforced with several heavy
cross struts. The entire frame is riveted for extra
strength.

Case frames are designed and built to carry the
entire load of hoppers and furrow openers without
sag or twist. This rigid construction assures uniform
depth of seeding the entire length of the drill.

Full Length Axle

The heavy, four-piece, full-length, live axle is set
to give wheels proper tuck and gather for light draft
and steady running. Steel hangers are securely bolted
to the frame. Semi-universal joints connect sections.
Adjustable thrust rods and hardened washers take all
end thrust on hilly ground.

Heavy-Duty, Anti-Friction Bearings

Heavy duty, roller bearings carry the outer ends
of the axles. The bearings are fully enclosed in self-
aligning oil-tight housings, and are pressure lubri-
cated. Inner sections of the axle turn in durable,
replaceable, self-aligning bearings.

Heavy Wheels

Wheels are large diameter, Case suspension type
with oval spokes securely riveted on both sides of
the extra wide, welded, concave tire. Hub is cast
around widely staggered notched spoke ends. This
construction places every spoke under tension and
adds strength for overloads. Securely pinned to the
axle, the large wheels assure accurate operation.

Convenient Levers

Easily operated front raising levers control pene-
tration of the furrow openers. On horse-drawn drills
the levers extend back for easy manipulation from
footboard or seat.

Power Lifts

Dependable rope controlled power lifts are avail-
able as extra equipment. Furrow openers raise to full
height regardless of depth setting. Quickly adjust-
able, up or down, by convenient hand wheels.

I



All Steel Hopper
Correct Angle Openers

Anti-Friction Bearings

Angle Steel Frame
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ACCURATE GRASS SEEDING ATTACHMENT
"It is by far the best drill I have ever used. It sure sows

evenly. I like the fine large hopper and the way the disks go

in the ground—deeper than any drill I have ever used.

"I ordered this drill with grass seeding attachment, and after

looking over grass seeding attachments on other drills, I believe

the Case is the best grass seeding attachment made. It is handy

to fill and is very accurate in its seeding." Oregon.

HANDY POWER LIFT

"The drill is strongly constructed and I like the work it does

very well.

"The power lift works well and is handy to operate.

Saskatchewan.

LARGE CAPACITY STEEL HOPPER
"I have farmed for 5 years and never in my

operated a grain drill that seeds the grain so evenly,

like the Seedmeter feed. The large capacity steel

wonderful feature in seeding large fields."

CORRECT ANGLE FURROW OPENERS
"I like the large low grain hopper on my Case Seedmeter Drill

It is easy to fill and distributes the seed evenly, insuring a uni

form planting depth which in turn gives me a better stand."

Minnesota.

life have I

I especially

hopper is a

Oregon.



Every hopper is thoroughly checked and "run in" after assembly
to insure uniform seeding and light running.

Sizes and Equipment Available

Single or double disk, tractor or horse-drawn—
12x6, 16x6, 20x6, 24x6, 28x6, 12x7, 18x7,
12 x 8, 16 x 8.

Standard Equipment

Tractor or horse hitch, forward or rear raising

levers, full length footboard except on 6-inch tractor

drills, covering chains, pressure lubrication gun.
Wheel scrapers on 6-inch horse-drawn drills.

Special Equipment

Power lift, grass seeder, oats agitator, spring trip

hoe openers, shoe openers, drag weight coverers, seat,

4 or 6-inch tire wheels, press wheel attachments with
weight boxes for plain drills, wheel scrapers, fertilizer

attachments for 12x6, 16x6, 20x6 or 16x8, trailer

hitches.

Semi-Deep Furrow Drills With Seedmeters

Experiment station tests have long shown that fur-

row drilling increases yields. Stronger plant growth,
greater stooling—more heads from each seed, mature
ripening and well filled heads of grain are produced.

The Case Semi-Deep Furrow Seedmeter Drill is rec-

ommended for planting winter wheat in semi-arid

areas. These drills deposit the seed at the proper

depth in a narrow furrow where the seed has more
than an even chance for speedy germination and
rapid growth. Grain planted by this method with-

stands winter killing, soil blowing and drouth much
better than grain planted with a conventional drill.

Semi-Deep Furrow Openers

Case disks are placed at the correct angle to open
a suitable furrow. Heavy, double drag bars hold the

openers in proper alignment. A deep toe scraper holds

back the covering soil while the seed is being deposited

on the firm moist furrow bottom. Thorough covering

and prompt germination are, therefore, made possible.

Wide scrapers keep the 14-inch disks clean and
free of sticky soil. Positive penetrating disks, com-
bined with strong pressure springs and disk bearings

and heavy cast boots, work together in opening the

furrows and throwing up the ridges.

General Construction Feat it res

The main frame, all steel hopper, wheels and other

parts of the Case semi-deep furrow drills are similar

to those on other Case Steel Drills. Likewise, the seed

is metered out of the steel hopper by means of Case

Seed meters. The Case semi-deep furrow drill will,

therefore, accurately measure out the seed and place

it in the bottom of the deep furrow— assuring an

even stand under adverse conditions.

Case Semi-Drop Furrow Drills are equipped with
14-inch disks with double drag bars and deep-toe

scraper to hold the furrows open.



Case 20 x 6 Seedmeter Press Drill with double disk openers. Sturdy frame with heavy

angles supports front end. Front truck is strongly built with Case suspension type wheels.

Case Press Drill With the Seedmeter
The Case Press Drill with Seedmeter will sow

evenly and pack the soil firmly about the seeds.

The rigid frame construction and the features

built into the Case Steel Press Drill are identical with

those of Case Seedmeter Drills previously described.

This unit is particularly adapted for drilling in.

semi-arid sections where it is desirable to firm the soil

in an even layer over the seed in order to insure high-

er germination as well as more uniform germination.

Case Press Drills also have a tendency to deepen the

furrow, thereby offering greater protection to the

Case 20 x 6 Seedmeter Press Drill with double disk furrow

openers. Independent wheel sections follow uneven ground.

10

young plants. They are less affected by high winds

and freezing or cracking of the ground.

Sturdy Press Wheels

The mounting of the press wheels on Case Press

Drills is exceptionally flexible. This is necessary in

order to apply equal pressure over the seed in the

furrow which each wheel follows on the most uneven

ground. Three points of suspension are provided on

12 disk drills—four on larger sizes. The wheels are

assembled in sections. Each section attaches to the

front frame through two draft bars. An oscillating

yoke which supports the drill from its center rests

upon the draft bars.

Strong Truck Construction

Wheels on the front truck of the Case Press Drill

are of the Case suspension type. The wide tires carry

the load easily over soft ground and the long wheel

bearings assure long service.

Sizes Available

Case Seedmeter Press Drills are available in 12, 16,

20 and 24 disk— 6-inch spacing, or 18 disk-— 7-inch

spacing. They can be supplied with either single or

double disk openers or for horse or tractor use. Special

equipment is available -for every need. See your Case

dealer— he will gladly explain the many advantages

of Case Seedmeter Press Drills.



Case combination fer-

tilizer grain drills of

similar construction are

also available with 9,

11,12,13 and 16 disks.

7-inch spacing. Ask for

special literature.

Case 20 x 6 Seedmeter Grain Drill equipped with Fertilizer Attachment. Detail

of disk type fertilizer feed wheels which assure positive accurate distribution.

Close-up of chain drive and speed change gears for fertilizer attachment.

Fertilizer Attachment for Steel Drills

Fertilizer Attachments are available for Case Seedmeter Grain

Drills of the following sizes— 12 x 6, 16 x 6, 20 x 6, plain or press

and 16x8 plain drills. The disk type feed wheels in the Case

fertilizer attachment are exceptionally accurate. Fertilizer is

carried through the gates by the feed wheels. A special star

type wheel with long prongs is available for handling extra

coarse or non-free running fertilizer.

An easily changed two-speed drive and 3 5 dial settings allow

70 rates of application varying from 1 5 to 1200 pounds per acre.

Gates can be opened wider and low gear used to assure accuracy

in distributing coarse fertilizer.

A Case Fertilizer Attachment mounted on your Case Seed-

meter Drill will enable you to

seed your grain and sow fer-

tilizer quickly and economically.

See your Case Dealer.

Ribbon tubes and distributor boots

are available as extra for distribut-

ing fertilizer apart from seed. De-

flector at bottom of distributor

boot places fertilizer on each side

of seed row.

Disk marker (extra) adds to convenience
in seeding.



Special for Unusual

Extension cranks for adjusting depth C-2
when C-2 power lift is used—easily Gra

reached from tractor. ven

Power Lifts available for all Case Seedmeter
in Drills except 12x6 and 12x7 drills. Con-
ently tripped by ropes from tractor seat.

Rear trip handles for C-2 Power
Lifts. Easily reached when using

horse hitch.

Tractor hitch for pulling
two drills with one tractor.

Floating press wheel attachment, seat and wheel scrapers are available
as extras. Rubber covers for press wheels shown at right are useful

in sticky soil conditions.

Covering chains
are regularly fur-

nished, but drag
weights may be available -for spe- be supplied for at bottom of deep openIV-inch"fu7row—operaTng with"

secured. cial conditions. special conditions. furrow. out side draft

Hoe openers are Shoe openers can

Deep furrow open-
er with 16-inch
disk places seed

Special deep furrow opener has
16-inch disk and flat moldboard to


